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M"IH;~RET A. BooEN , Artificial Intelligence and Natural Man. New Yo rk: B~sic Books , 
1977. x iii + 537 pp. $17 .50. 

Thi~ is an introductory survey of the artificial intelligence (/Il) research program, 
pn:su pposing no technical knowledge of computers, psychology or philosophy, but 
lcadmg the reader to a fairly advanced and sophisticated understanding of the goals, 
a"ulllp!ions and results in the field to date. !:loden's execution of this modest but 
Llr fr.'ln trivial task has all the virtues appropriate to it. It is accurate, compendious, 
ckar. un biawd, and very well organized. Moving back and forth between quite detailed 
an~dy~c::~ of program fC :llurcs and general surveys and charac terizations, Bod en provides 
an account of virtually every program . researcher, and issue to have been deemed 
irnport,lr1t in this young field. From McCarthy' s LISP and Newell, Simon and Shaw's 
GPS to Minsky, Colby, Schank, Winograd. Marr and a host of other very recent 
work. Boden explains the aspirations and methods and describes the performance 
st rengt hs and weaknesses. All the questions that puzzle outsiders get at least introductory 
and urtcn quite insightful discussion: what is the relation betwec::n languages like LISP 
and rn ~ !l" hin.: code. what is the procedural/ declarative controversy, the analog i digital 
con tr,,,·crsy. what is a pllsh-duwn stack. heuristic program. curnpikr, interpreter, demon 
pr t~arh;lgL" ~ollt!ctor? 

Il " Jcn ha~ taken e)(lraurdinary pains to make the book Pl.!lLtgogil·ally crrel· tive . 
;\t ih hcst, this effort yields fine results. ror instance, Buden wisdy begins by kading 
the rc,!lkr step by step in great dctail through a re:lativdy simple but fla~hy prugram 
uf Cu i by's. Only considerations of pedagogical strategy cuuld justify focussing on 
this prugrarn. which is not important conceptually as psychology or computer science 
(and certainly not as philosophy), but the detail presented there is then put to very 
good use, and built upon. throughout the book, so that by Chapter 12 Buden has 
dcm ythlliogized the fidd and can wield the jargun with the well justified c)(pectJtion 
that hc::r rcad"rs can not only get the gist of what she is saying, but know with some 
precision what the issues are and are not. Similarly, Boden int~oduces the work on 
nall'ral language comprehension before turning to the work on vision. with the side 
benefit of being able to rely on distinctions-e.g., between synta)( and semantics 
as A I people understand it-that otherwise would have at best a forced and confusing 
application to the problems encountered in the vision work . At its worst, Boden's 
pedagogy turns gimmicky and cute, and one gets the impression that not only has 
she set ou t to write a book that any bright twelve-year-old can understand (and probably 
succeeded) but furgotten that such twelve-year-olds will not be the book's primary 
audience. 

The book is deliberately simple, not only in exposition, but in aspiration. Boden 
does not attempt to provide a deep view of the field, but the deep views currently 
available are all controversial at best, and treacherous reading for the neophyte. The 
evenhandedness with which Boden discusses the various heroes and ogres of this 
remarkably cliquish field will enrage many knowing readers , who will be ready to 
dismiss any author who takes those charlatans X or Y or Z seriously, but on close 
reading Boden can be seen to meet out criticism judiciously, point to more weaknesses 
than the more strident critics have noticed, and give the: variuus devils thc:ir due. 
She is not quite neLltral about the importance of A/-she chose to write the book-but 
not a mere enthusiast either. Her discussion of Dreyfus' criticisms. for instance, while 
somewhat supl:rficial, is calm, fair, and touches on all the essential points with clarity. 
In th.: concluding chapters on pSYl·hological, philusophical and social implications of 
the fie ld , she not unly dutifully catalogues and assesses the dangers and shortcomings 
that other critics have noted, but adds some valuable caveats of her own. A curious 
effect of her sympathetic portrayal of the field might well be that she ends up doing 
more to damage the reputation of If I than any of the critics-by so obviously doing 



justice to it. One is struck in the end by how uninspiring many of the most heralded 
"results" are, and when one reneclS on many of the lessc:r products Boden describes , 
one is apt to conclude that people in AI have a low thrc:shllld for bcing impressed. 

130den is a philosopher, but there is very lillie explicit philosophical discussion, 
and few philosophical claims of any moment. The txposition is philosophically sound, 
however, in a way one seldom em:ounters in such book s when they are writtcn by 
non-philosophers. At times the philosophical reticence is tantalizing. Boden reveals-but 
does not discuss or analyze in depth-the vertigo of interpretation that seems always 
to accompany the juxtaposition of mentalistic and mechanistic descriptions of programs. 
That is, she is very good at portraying the .:ssential blilldness of programs, and whit..: 
she gives the reader grounds for drawing the conclusion that this blindness is not 
only compatible with mentalistic interpretation but the sine qua 11011 of an explanatory 
psychological theory (even a theory of sight-especially a theory of sight), she does 
not develop these ideas to the point where they confront one's residual suspicions. 
"They must be leaving something out" is the leitmotif of most skepticism towards 
A I, and she does not address it aggressively. 

A concluding, central claim of Boden's is that A I, far from "dehumanizing" psychology 
and threatening man's self-image , is a profound enemy of those tendencies in current 
thinking, and in this I concur. Nothing has more dramatically d.:monstrated the poverty 
of behaviorism and other rdatively simple-minded mcch;lnistic visions of psydlOlogy 
than the complexity of A J's clearly il/adequale models. Psyclwlllgy , if it i, pns,ibk 
at all, will eventually show us that our minds are structure, of st.lggc rillg Cllnlpkxity 
but also clegance . AI may not h.:ad us to that p»chological t!leory. hut nIl othn 
approach currently holds out better hope. Dt/flit'! C. D('fll/e/l. TilliS Ullil'('csilr 
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